
(D) Smoking pot used to be the kind of personal conduct
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that could sink a U.S. Supreme Court nomination.
(E) American politicians are all against the use of marijuana

Read the text below to answer questions QUESTÃO 26

25 and 26:
Read the sentences below:

Marijuana's new high life 
I. At fashion-insider parties, joints are passed nearly

as freely as hors d'oeuvres (appetizers).

Cannabis is moving into the mainstream, with II. Marijuana seems to be marching mainstream at a

fashion, films, TV and politicians acknowledging it's fairly rapid pace.

here to stay 
III. General marijuana use is, of course, illegal.
IV. Passing a drug-free urine test is still a prerequisite

In June, an estimated 25,000 people attended the for many jobs across the country,

inaugural THC Expo hemp and art show in downtown Los

Angeles, an event that pumped hundreds of thousands of Mark the option that can confirm that marijuana culture is

dollars into the local economy -- including a $22.400 
coming out of the closet:

payment directly to the city of Los Angeles for use of its
convention center. 

(A) only i is correct
(B) I and Il are correct

After decades of bubbling up around the edges of (C) Ill is correct

so-called civilized society, marijuana seems to be marching (D) Ill and IV are correct

mainstream at a fairly rapid pace. At least in urban areas (E) I and Ill are correct

such as Los Angeles, cannabis culture is coming out of the

closet.

At fashion-insider padies, joints are passed nearly Read the excerpt below to answer questions

as freely as hors d'oeuvres (appetizers). 
27 and 28:

]
Smoking pot used to be the kind of personal At the dinner table, as they all ate, Ragle Gumm

conduct that could sink a U.S. Supreme Court nomination sat deep in thought. Across from him, Sammy yammered

(Douglas H. Ginsburg in 1987) and embarrass a on about his club and its powerful machinery of war. He did

presidential candidate (Bill Clinton in 1992). Today. it I not risten.

seems to be a non-issue for the current inhabitant of the Words, he thought.

Oval Office; Barack Obama issued his marijuana mea Central problem in philosophy. Relation of word to

culpa in a 1995 memoir. 
object... what is a word? Arbitrary sign. But we live in

As a result." Thompson said, "it's almost switched with words. Our reality, among words, not things. No such thing

alcohol. Think back to Dean Martin and Foster Brooks -- 

as thing anyhow [ ...} An illusion. Word is more real than the

their whole comedy act was the fact that they were in the | object it represents.
DICK Ph : p K Eme out of Joint New York votage Books 2002 p 60

bag -- that now is seen a lot less often. The stoner is the

new drunk." QUESTÃO 27
General marijuana use is, of course, illegal. Under

federal law, marijuana is a schedule 1 controlled substance According to the text, it is CORRECT to say that Ragle
(in the same category as LSD. heroin and peyote) and Gumm:
possession of it is punishable by up to one year in jail and

a minimum fine of $1.000 for a first conviction. According to (A) Hates what Sammy is saying.
the FBl's annual Uniform Crime Report, in 2007 there were (B) Is interested in what Sammy is saying.
872,721 arrests in the U.S. for marijuana violations. For (C) Doesn't understand what Sammy is saying.
Califomians who are not otherwise covered under the (D) Can't hear what Sammy is saying,
state's medical marijuana law (which continues to (E) Doesn't care what Sammy is saying.
engender controversy among those who believe it's abused
by recreational users), possession of 28.5 grams or less is

a misdemeanor punishable by a $100 fine. What's more, QUESTÃO 28
passing a drug-free urine test is still a prerequisite for many

jobs across the country Considering the point of view presented by the narrator of

QUESTÃO 25 (A) Words have no relation to reality.

(B) It s impossible to know the meaning of words.

Mark the phrase that summarizes the text: (C) Words. along with reality, are part of an illusion.

(D) Reality is better represented by words than objects.

(A) Although marijuana is an illegal substance, an important (E) Words can only be explained by philosophy.

part of the population is beginning to accept its use.

(B) A person caught with marijuana might be incarcerated

for over a year.

(C) The possession of marijuana in California State is a
misdemeanor for all kinds of users,
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Read the excerpt below to answer questions 29 and 30:
QUESTÃO 31

According to the text:

I had known Nathan for years - too many years, since

we were in college - so when he went to Europe I wasn't 1. The wife is angry because the husband insists

sure how I'd survive it; he was my best friend, after all, on driving after drinking liquor.

my constant companion at Sunday afternoon double bills ll. The couple is arguing about the alcoholic

at the Thalia, my ever-present source of consolation and addiction of the husband.

conversation. Still, such a turn can prove to be a Ill. The possibility of divorce is the subject of the

blessing in disguise. It threw me off at first, his not being couple's conversation,

there - I had no one to watch Jeopardy! with, or talk to IV. The husband refuses to watch the news about

on the phone late at night - but then, gradually. l got the rise of the liquor taxes because it could

over it, and I realized that maybe it was a good thing make him want to drink.

after all, that maybe now, with Nathan gone, I would be

forced to go out into the world more, make new friends, Mark the correct answer:

maybe even find a boyfriend. And I had started: I lost
weight, I went shopping. (A) Only I is correct.

(B) Il and Ill are correct.

I (C) Ill and IV are correct.

(D) Only IV is correct.
'E**

^ - roepengamsoonof Goy s-a sones (E) All the alternatives are correct.

QUESTÃO29
QUESTAO 32

The expression "a blessing in disguise", in the text, means:
An analysis of the grammaticai and vocabulary aspects of

(A) Something apparently good can, in fact, be bad, the words soar, might and could allows us to state that:

(B) Something apparently bad can, in fact, be good.

(C) Something bad can happen when things are going I. "Soar" is an irregular verb in the past tense

fine. 
and is a synonym for "plummet".

(D) Something good can happen when things are ll. The past tense of "think" is "thought".

going wrong. Ill. "Might" and "could" are regular verbs in the

(E) Bad things or good things can happen to anybody. future.
LV. "Might" and "could" are irregular verbs in the

QUESTÃO 30 
past tense.

According to the text, the narrator's reaction to Nathan's trip Mark the CORRECT answer:

to Europe is:
(A) Only I is correct.

(A) First indifference, and later disappointment. (B) Il and Ill is correct.

(B) First happiness, and later loneliness. (C) Il and LV are correct.

(C) First anger, and later joy. (D) Only Ill is correct.

(D) First uneasiness, and later adaptability. (E) I and Ill are correct.

(E) First resentment, and later compassion.

Read the comics below to answer questions 31 and 32:

TWAT'S ALL QUR
LEADERS TMíNK

TcompomvE
ME TO DRINK y
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